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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit IV

7. (a) Describe TDMA Burst structure in detail.

7

(b) What is CDMA ? Briefly differentiate

between CDMA and TDMA. 8

8. Explain the following : 15

(a) GPS

(b) VSAT.
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Unit I

1. (a) What do you mean by satellite

communication ? Briefly explain various

frequency bands used in satellite

communication. 10

(b) Differentiate between geostationary and

low altitude satellites. 5

2. (a) Explain the Kepler's laws in detail. 7

(b) A satellite is moving in a highly eccentric

Molniya orbit having the farthest and the

closest points as 3500 km and 800 km

respectively from the surface of earth.

Determine the orbital time period and

velocity at the apogee and perigee points

by assuming earth's radius 6360 km. 8

Unit II

3. Differentiate between Uplink and Downlink

design and briefly explain the conditions in

which complete satellite link becomes

Downlink limited. 15

4. (a) Figure 1 shows the cascaded arrangement

of four gain blocks with their gain and

noise figure as G1 = 100, F1 = 2, G2 =

10, F2 = 10, G3 = 10, F3 = 15, G4 =10,

F4 = 20. Determine the noise figure of

the cascaded arrangement. 8

 G1=100, F1=2 G2=10, F2=10 G3=10, F3=15 G4=10, F4=20

Fig. 1

(b) With the aid of suitable block diagram,

briefly explain TTC and M system. 7

Unit III

5. What are the equipments that an eartrh station

requires ? Discuss their design requirements.

15

6. (a) Differentiate between Multiplexing and

Multiplexing Access Techniques. 7

(b) Differentiate between BPSK and MSK.

8
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